
Cloud Core Router (ccr1036) 

(Equivalence- Juniper MX5 and Cisco ASR-900x series) 

 



 Basics:-  
 Static and Dynamic(DHCP) ip addressing. 
 Vlans(Tagged and untagged). 
 Bonding and Bridges 
 Log management. 
 Back up and graphing and monitoring (Dude) 
 Authentication Authorization and Accounting:- 
 PPPOE(Point to point protocol over Ethernet) 
 Hotspot 
 Radius  
 Quality of service(Queues) 
 Simple Queues 
 Per connection queues 
 Per protocol queues 
 Queue trees 
 

 

 
  



 Virtual private network 
 PPTP-Point to Point Tunneling Protocol 
 L2TP over ipsec 
 SSTP 
 Tunnelling 
 IPV6 to IPV4 
 VPLS over MPLS/IP 
 EOIP 
 Static and Dynamic Routing 
 Static route 
 Dynamic route:- BGP,MPLS,OSPF 
 Security 
 Login using SSH,RADIUS 
 Firewall:-INPUT,OUTPUT,FORWARD 
 



 Configuration on Mikrotik router can be 
through:- 

 

1. Web interface:-Web config 

2. Terminal Console 

3. Winbox application-most friendly 

 

 

 

 



 This is the basic configuration of any router 
which basically involves assigning ip addresses 
to an interface which can be :- 

 Physical port:-Ethernet, Sfp 

 Virtual:-Bridge(Loopback),Bonding(Multilink), 

   Layer three vlan. 

 Ip addresses on the interfaces are configured 
manually by the network admin. 

 Whereas DHCP can be set up to assign hosts 
dynamically or also static configuration is used. 

 

 

 



 Bonding is a virtual Interface that links two or more 
Ethernet  interfaces to work as one thus enabling 
high capacity links without incurring additional costs.   

 Ip address is assigned once for all the(multi)links. 
Incase the physical interfaces are faulty or have errors 
it affects the performance of the bonding interface. 

 Bridge commonly known as Loopback. Is a virtual link 
that is used to allow two networks to work as if they 
are part of the same network but it does not result to 
combination of links to higher speeds like in 
bonding. 

 VLAN is a layer 2 method that allows multiple vitual 
lans on a single physical interface giving the ability to 
segregate LANs efficiently. 

  



 Logging feature basically sends all your 
actions on the router to a log file or to a 
logging daemon. Logs have different 
facilities. 

 Logs from each facility can be configured to 
be discarded, logged locally or remotely. 

 To view local logs you use:- 

[Mikrotik] log>print 

 



 Following features that are performed using backup:- 
 System Backup:-Stores the entire configuration in a backup 

file. 
 This can also be automated using a built in Mikrotik email 

system an utilizes a scheduler to execute the email script at 
any given time. 

 System Restore from a backup:-You upload the file via ftp 
and backup the file using load cmd in /system backup 
submenu. 

 Configuration export:-can be invoked in any menu level.It 
prints a script that can be used to restore configuration. 

 Configuration import:-Used at the root level import[file name] 
executes a script stored in the specified file and adds 
configuration to the existing set up. 

 System configuration reset:-Clears all the configuration to 
default. 

 
 

 



 Graphing is a tool to monitor various Router 
OS parameters over time and put collected 
data in nice graphs.  

The Graphing tool can display graphics for:  
 Router board health (voltage and 

temperature) 
 Resource usage (CPU, Memory and Disk 

usage) 
 Traffic which is passed through interfaces 
 Traffic which is passed through simple 

queues 

 
 



http://wiki.mikrotik.com/wiki/File:Graphing-mem.png


Sub-menu /tool graphing 
 
Common graphing configuration can be set in this submenu. However 
there should be a server such as cacti/MRTG that will pool the data and 
graph once you’ve set the SNMP community. 
  

 



 PPPoE is used to hand out IP addresses to clients 
based on authentication by username (and also if 
required, by workstation). 

 The PPPoE client and server work over any Layer2 
Ethernet level interface on the router. 

 Mikrotik can be configured as an access 
concentrator(PPOE server) using the following 
stages:- 
◦ Add an address pool for the clients 
◦ Add ppp profile 
◦ Add ppp secret 
◦ Add ppoe server 

 



 /ip pool add name="pppoe-pool" 
ranges=10.1.1.62-10.1.1.72  

 /ppp profile add name="pppoe-profile" local-
address=10.1.1.1 remote-address=pppoe-pool  

 /ppp secret add name=user password=passwd 
service=pppoe profile=pppoe-profile  

 /interface pppoe-server server add service-
name=internet interface=wlan1 default-
profile=pppoe-profile disabled=no 

 

(DEMO) 



 Mikrotik can be configured as a Hotspot server with 
different profiles for wireless connection. 

 Radius (Remote authentication Dial-in Use service) is a 
remote server that provides authentication and 
accounting facilities to various network appliances. It 
enables the network administrator to manage PPP  user 
access and accounting from one server throughout a 
large network.  

 User manager is an application used by Radius server 
on the web to manage user authorization,authentication 
and accounting. 

 It can be used by PPP(PPPOE/PPTP) users, DHCP users, 
Hotspot users,Wireless users and RouterOs users. 

(DEMO) 



 There are three ways involved in queues 
to facilitate quality of service on Mikrotik 
router:- 
• Simple Queues:- limits amount of traffic 

equally to all hosts on a LAN. 
• Queue types:-limits amount of traffic to a 

particular individual ip addresses .In this 
case we will demonstrate Per Connection 
Queue(PCQ). 

• By limiting given protocols to a given 
amount of traffic. 

• Queue trees 
 



 Simple queues are used to set up bandwidth 
management for the whole traffic leaving an 
interface, or for certain source and/or destination 
equal limit of traffic to all hosts in a given 
network. 

 Per Connection Queue sets the upload and 
download traffic to the internet by creating a 
limit to the upstream and the downstream queue 
type. 

 Per protocol Queue type sets the amount of 
traffic to be utilized by given protocols such as 
Http, torrents among others others. 

       (Demo) 



QUEUE TYPES 
Are used to specify some common argument values for 
queues. Common built-in queue types include:- 



 Queue trees:- They should be used on sophisticated bandwidth 
allocation based on protocols, ports, groups of IP addresses, etc. 
Example is as below screenshot. 

 

 

 





 /ip firewall mangle 

add action=mark-connection chain=input in-interface=WAN1 
new-connection-mark=WAN1_conn 

add action=mark-connection chain=input in-interface=WAN2 
new-connection-mark=WAN2_conn 

add action=mark-routing chain=output connection-
mark=WAN1_conn new-routing-mark=to_WAN1 

add action=mark-routing chain=output connection-
mark=WAN2_conn new-routing-mark=to_WAN2 

add chain=prerouting dst-address=192.168.88.0/24 in-
interface=bridge 

add chain=prerouting dst-address=192.168.100.0/24 in-
interface=ether3 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



add action=mark-connection chain=prerouting dst-
address-type=!local in-interface=bridge new-
connection-mark=WAN1_conn per-connection-
classifier= /both-addresses-and-ports:2/0 

add action=mark-connection chain=prerouting dst-
address-type=!local in-interface=bridge new-
connection-mark=WAN2_conn per-connection-
classifier=\ both-addresses-and-ports:2/1 

add action=mark-routing chain=prerouting 
connection-mark=WAN1_conn in-interface=bridge 
new-routing-mark=to_WAN1 

add action=mark-routing chain=prerouting 
connection-mark=WAN2_conn in-interface=bridge 
new-routing-mark=to_WAN2 

 



/ip firewall nat 
add action=masquerade chain=srcnat 
comment="defconf: masquerade" out-interface=WAN1 
add action=masquerade chain=srcnat 
comment="defconf: masquerade" out-interface=WAN2 
/ip route 
add check-gateway=ping distance=1 
gateway=192.168.1.1 routing-mark=to_WAN1 
add check-gateway=ping distance=1 
gateway=10.20.20.2 routing-mark=to_WAN2 
add check-gateway=ping distance=1 
gateway=192.168.1.1 
add check-gateway=ping distance=2 
gateway=10.20.20.2 
 



 Tunneling:-It allow users to access resources 
that the underlying network does not provide 
or support directly. 

 Types:- 
◦ IPV6 TO IPV4 TUNNEL 

◦ VPLS OVER MPLS/IP 

◦ ETHERNET OVER IP 

 

(DEMO OF VPLS OVER MPLS) 



VPN is very useful when you have a dislocated 
office, but it requires that at least one location 
has static IP addresses.  

Mikrotik can implement vpns using below 
protocols. 

 PPTP 

 L2TP over ipsec 

 SSTP 

(Demo o PPTP) 



http://wiki.mikrotik.com/wiki/File:VPNDynDyn.png


 Mikrotik being a router its fundamental 
function is to perform routing of packets to 
their respective destinations. 

 The various protocols supported by 
mikrotik are not limited to:- 

• Static routing 

• OSPF 

• BGP 



 For Dynamic routing assuming there is no other process 
below is configured to establish a bgp session. 

 [admin@rb11] > 

 /routing bgp instance set default as=65000 redistribute-
static=no  

[admin@MikroTik]  

 /routing bgp instance> print 

Flags: * - default, X - disabled  

 0 *  name="default" as=65000 router-id=0.0.0.0 redistribute-
connected=no redistribute-static=no redistribute-rip=no 
redistribute-ospf=no redistribute-other-bgp=no out-filter="" 
client-to-client-reflection=yes ignore-as-path-len=no routing-
table=""  

 

(Demo on BGP) 





  

 Mikrotik has powerful firewall implementation with  
features such as:- 

• Stateful packet inspection. 

• Layer-7 protocol detection.  

• Peer-to-peer protocols filtering. 

• Traffic classification by: mac address,ip 
protocols, packet content, protocol options(tcp 
flags, ICMP type),port or port range, packet size 
etc. 

 The firewall operates by means of firewall filtering 
rules which are grouped together in chains. 

 

 



Each rule has two parts: 

◦ The matcher which matches traffic flow against 
given conditions. 

◦ The action which defines what to do with the 
matched packet. 

There are three predefined chains which cannot be 
deleted: 

• Input:-Processes packets entering  through the 
router. 

• Forward:-Processes packets passing through the 
router. 

• Output:-Processes packets originated from the 
router 

 



 Customer protection 

 

This is performed by checking traffic that passes through the router and blocks unwanted 
traffic. 

Chains are created for protocols such as icmp, tcp, udp where unwanted packets are 
dropped. 

 

Below cmd firewall rule filters are applied 

 

/ip firewall filter  

 

add chain=forward protocol=tcp connection-state=invalid \  
action=drop comment="drop invalid connections"  
 
add chain=forward connection-state=established action=accept \  
comment="allow already established connections"  
 
add chain=forward connection-state=related action=accept \  
comment="allow related connections"  

 



THE END 

 
 

QUESTIONS? 


